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Briefly Noted
Cloud Hands
-

Cloud Hands

Cloud Hands
rain

sparkles / in the hospice light … / the old man passes

multiple senses. red crimson vibrates with the painter’s hum

glints / in the street light
/ in the dog’s eyes / tomorrow’s walk

once more stepping into clouds

-

midwinter / her nose ring
time for bed

morning tai chi
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Scaring Crow

the overseer of the field

his coat was black / and his spine was bent— /

Scaring Crow

Scaring Crow

Haiku 2022

-

/ with daffodils / spring dawn

deckle-edged

Modern Haiku 53.3

darkness / inside the guitar / summer thunder

oh say / can you see/ I can’t breathe.

-

tomorrow in a gathering of elsewhere

-

The Slingshot Vignettes

-

spider from the flame / I set her down / onto a snow death.
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-

Desert Rain: Vol. 1

Desert Rain, Vol. 1

ise of rain
pm

I watch someone / watch someone else / the prompaddling pool I sink back into my child
winter rain— / I don’t fight back

One Dozen Donuts

Scarecrow’s hat drips
/ thirsty crow carcass / after before, before
thirsty crow
carcass / after before, before / Scarecrow’s hat drips, or after before, before /
Scarecrow’s hat drips / thirsty crow carcass
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The New Green

as in: orange blossom / not as soft / as I appear

tion. deciduous dreams my tree; plucking songs / from a pinecone / pygmy
nuthatch
everybody bleeds the Leonids

Sucking Mangoes Naked

his vine / always grows well / in my soil
Haiku

Sucking Mangoes Naked

Erotic

most jaded reader: in all her curves and their shadows am I autumn rain
ripe mango / sucking the moon / white
summer
idyll— / a wild strawberry bobs / on her belly
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Coastal Visions

-

a sudden gust / the end of season beach balls / jostle in their nets,

washed pebbles / channel light

turnstones / among the rain-

Playground Grass: Haiku Options

booksellers.

more snow in the forecast / what the mirror had / leaves the
room; day fades / water keeping water / on top; leaving the ICU / everyone’s
breath / on their own
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Fireflies in the Rubble, by Arvinder Kaur (India: Red River, 2022). 112

-

homecoming / mother’s phulkari /
a little threadbare; its ajar / since she left … / dollhouse window; a dry leaf
/ where she left last / mother’s prayer book

Scattered Sunflowers

-

booksellers.

My home gone / and with it / the wing beats of pigeons pairs
Littering the roadside / liquor bottles / and bodies on

Dog too scared / to bark / shelling in our village; On Putin’s desk no
flowers; Facedown in the dirt / someone’s mother— / her vermillion fingernails

Reviews
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Wintermoon

-

sleepwalks / out of the hills / October

/ why not follow / just throw self away
leaf litter / the colour of lost syllables

the wind

cloud floes floating north
pore over /

enjoyable volume. where the hermit lived 300 years ago / in the bamboo
grove / still a space; blow out the candle / dark / gazes back

My Hands Full of Light

-

bonepress.org
-

fatherhood— / weathered brown hands / shield a candle; tortoise shell— /
the North Star / in my skin; father of two / my hands full / of light
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Pathside Weeds in Rain, by Paul Russell Miller (United Kingdom: Gran-

At the furrow’s edge, / laden too with ploughed up stones /
a fresh-made molehill; A total eclipse … / as the oak-traversing moon / meets
the pheasant cock; Light drains from the wood … / its canopy’s leafless gaps /
resealed by jackdaws

Ebbing Shore
-

Ebbing Shore

overhang balcony / our tourist view / of Master’s view; bordered by / oyster
shells / lynching site
old cane field / a midday sun / burns my back;
public sale / of rice-field slaves / refreshments served
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-

The Field of Why

Sonic Boom

in my
bones the dimness of someone else’s voice; or examining the nails of vowels
so quiet, so old

birds in it

fitting my body into a yawn; balancing darkness a poem with

Unexpected Gift

poems in Unexpected Gift
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-

ancestral home / the familiar long creak / of the teak
door
sunlight streams / through bamboo blinds (Rajan); opening
the window / mother’s guava trees brim / with birdsong
tea time
/ the milk splashes / into a pail
In the Mountain’s Shadow: the Issa Triads

˝ × 8˝.

-

Mountain’s Shadow

In the

driftwood floating
/ this way, that way … / ends the year (Issa); newspaper / in the chain link
fence / fleeing refugees
loose birchbark / flapping in the wind /
my white hair unkempt
tions: baby sparrows, too / arrive for the Buddha’s / morning showing (Issa);
covered / in pigeon shit / St. Francis’ statue
little robin sitting / on
the nose of the stone cat— / blissfully unaware

Reviews

Love in the Time of Covid
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-

booksellers.

disguise— / a burlap bag

he was man / of clever

earth / still settling over the tomb /
migrating birds; October dusk / black oceans of doubt / in the 8 ball; white
butterfly my good intentions …

Blue Balloon

edu.au
-

everyday living: trees now / bursting with leaves— / i show you with my
phone
a man putting leaflets / in letter boxes— / talking to himself;
between buildings / while everyone sleeps— / half moon

Modern Haiku 53.3

comes

at 3 a.m. / waiting for haiku— / it never

Miles Deep in a Drum Solo
bonepress.org

box to check / that I am not a robot— / winter rain

redaction

the
-

privacy settings / November as it slips / into

single quotes washing all the
shiny things; crows without a chaperone twilight
autumn martyr in the first draft
-

